To Whom It May Concern:

Dr. Robert Hermann has given two presentations about astronomy to the Library After Hours high school group at the Seward Memorial Library. He has always been very willing to give these presentations and accommodating with our late evening schedule. The first talk he gave for us also included a trip to the observatory. The students were impressed with both Dr. Hermann’s knowledge and Concordia’s facilities. Unfortunately, due to weather, we were unable to go to the observatory for his second presentation. It turned out to be to our benefit, however, as Dr. Hermann wowed us with incredible photographs and an outstanding talk. He also did a great job of fielding the many interesting questions from the students! I would highly recommend Dr. Hermann to any group or organization looking for an excellent speaker. He is interesting, entertaining, and an expert in his field. We hope to visit him with a new group of students next year.

Sincerely,

Megan Boggs
Seward Memorial Library